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r. Andy McNitt of Penn State, who has been studying artificial and synthetic turf
systems for nearly a decade, opined at length on the subject at a crowded breakout
session during January’s STMA Conference.

McNitt said there is more synthetic turf being installed today for reasons as var-
ied as professional stadiums’ being built with less room between the spectators and

the field, which means more shade on those playing surfaces, to improper natural field con-
struction, to having such a new field being such a status symbol among competing programs.

He added that there historically has been little financial support of field maintenance efforts,
a dearth of quality topsoil, and a lot of low-bid construction that have contributed to the
increase.

Part of McNitt’s charm is his free-wheeling speaking style; he entertains questions at any
time during his talks and answers frankly no matter what subject is raised. For example: “I have
done a 180 on underlying pads for synthetic turf installations; now I say you do not need them,
unless you plan on never maintaining it and the pad is your only way to keep it soft,” he said.

On getting the static out: “Fabric softener should be part of synthetic turf management. It
acts as a cationic surfactant and takes the electrical charge out of the surface after it’s been
cleaned. It also helps when the crumb rubber infill begins to become hydrophobic,” McNitt
said. “Use 8 gallons of Downey fabric softener mixed with water in a 250-gallon tank for a typ-
ical football field layout.”

McNitt recommends purchasing a Clegg impact hammer, which measures Gmax, the only
field hardness measure for most turf managers’ needs. “Demand that your synthetic company
pay for independent Gmax testing yearly for the length of the warranty,” McNitt said. “I would
negotiate for a lower number than 200; 175 is now being recommended (measure of field hard-
ness).”

McNitt studied whether MRSA (methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus) infections
might be caused by synthetic turf and his emphatic findings were “no.” He did find staph
germs all over the place in athletic environments—blocking pads, weight equipment, stretching
tables, used towels and razors for shaving ankles. But his study concluded that “These infilled
systems are not a hospitable environment for microbial activity. They tend to be dry and
exposed to outdoor temperatures, which fluctuate rapidly. Plus, the infill media itself contains
zinc and sulfur, both of which are known to inhibit microbial growth.”

At the STMA presentation, McNitt concluded his remarks on MRSA by saying “If you are
in a ‘CYA’ mode, spray Tide or SportsClean or a similar product but only on your indoor facili-
ties.” He added that more of today’s young athletes could help prevent spreading infections
quite easily: “Take a shower!” he emphasized.

Re high temperatures on synthetic fields, McNitt said irrigating can lower temperatures but
not that much and not for a long period of time. “The fibers cause as much heat as the infill,”
he said, “There is no solution to high temperatures yet.”
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s the economy woes continue, the number of Americans trying to make a differ-
ence is going sky-high. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 63.4 million
people volunteered in 2009, up 1.4 million from 2008.

STMA is definitely benefitting from this trend. Members volunteering to serve
on an STMA committee is at an all-time high, and I am pleased to report that

everyone who volunteered has been placed. This year we have some committees with more than
20 participants! Committee members bring great insight and innovation to our association.
They are the arms and legs that help association staff with developing programs that address the
specific needs of our membership. Your STMA Board follows a strategic plan to guide the asso-
ciation to achieve our goals. From that plan flows objectives and action plans, and committees
are essential to implementing these plans.  

Your Board of Directors just held its Spring Board meeting during which we further dis-
cussed elements in the strategic plan. Those discussions led us to the realization that some very
important Task Groups need to be formed to further advance these initiatives. Thus, in addition
to our more than 20 committees and subcommittees, I have appointed four new Task Groups. 

The first is one that will focus on governance issues that directly relate to our committees.
Our plan states to “Effectively Use Committees.” The Committee Task Group will be reviewing
our committee volunteer process and terms to be certain that we are actually using our volun-
teers’ time and talents most effectively. The second Task Group is one that is delving into our
annual conference. Our stated goal is to “Be the Must-Attend Event for the Industry” and the
Conference Management Task Group will be taking a comprehensive look at all of the elements
needed to present an annual conference.

The third Task Group is one that will help us to define our environmental role. Our plan
specifies that STMA “Take a Leadership Role in Environmental Stewardship.” Your board
acknowledges that although our members protect the environment, we do not have a plan in
place to gather the environmental practices being accomplished by our members, promote that
stewardship externally, and create a best management practices model for our members to
adopt. The final Task Group will focus on our international efforts. As you know STMA has
been effective in reaching out internationally, and the objective in our strategic plan is to
“Develop Relationships Internationally that will Benefit the STMA Membership.” Because the
international arena is new territory for STMA, we will benefit from further exploration by the
International Outreach Task Group. 

Another important outcome from our meeting is the approval by the Board of Directors to
expand our marketing efforts and allocate the resources needed. You will see in the coming
months a new website that has more utility and content and other image enhancement materials.

I welcome your input and comments. Good luck with your spring sports seasons!

Chris Calcaterra, 
CSFM, CPRP

chris.calcaterra@peoriaaz.gov
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tion system distribution unifor-
mity. Poor uniformity not only
wastes water, but nullifies the
benefit from the other cultural
practices and lessens traffic tol-
erance. Patterns are caused by
mal-functioning hardware, a
poor design, low pressure,
incorrect installation, and poor
maintenance of the hardware.
The system must function effi-
ciently or water conservation is
merely an exercise in futility. 

How a field is constructed
often is as much a determining
factor in the effectiveness of the
irrigation as is the design and
construction of the irrigation
system. Soil or sand rootzone,
uniformity of the rootzone, sub-

surface drainage, and surface
grade determine the percolation
rate, water holding capacity,
and potential for runoff. 

Irrigation management tools
available to the manager include
moisture sensors tied into the
controllers and evapotranspira-
tion (ET) weather stations for
water replacement calculations.

The scheduling of irrigation
is the most misunderstood and
difficult factor in irrigating
sports fields, even with the tech-
nological tools. The irrigation
needs of the field must be
worked around sports activities,
entertainment events, weather,
and politics.  

Soil compaction inherent to
sport turf facilities reduces water
infiltration decreasing traffic tol-
erance and causing runoff.
Compaction is reduced by core
cultivation. Thatch control by
vertical mowing is also a cultur-
al practice that improves infil-
tration and reduces runoff.

There is no real savings in
keeping the soil moisture level
below optimum for turfgrass
growth on a sports field particu-
larly when safety to athletes may
be compromised. The art of
irrigation calls upon the combi-
nation of science, experience,
and management for sports turf
performance. ■

Stephen Cockerham is superin-
tendent of ag operations at
University of California,
Riverside.
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Irrigation&Drainage | By Stephen T. Cockerham 

T
HE PERCEPTION OF WATER CONSERVATION
as strictly low water use does not work very well for sports
fields. Sports fields are subject to high traffic where the
performance is judged by safety, playability, aesthetics,
and durability produced by the optimum application of

cultural practices, including irrigation. 
Choice of turf species and cultivars, irrigation system design, hard-

ware, field construction, and management all have an integral role in
sports turf water conservation. 

The primary criteria for choosing grasses for sports fields are traffic
tolerance and fast recovery from injury. Water conservation on sports
fields is less about the turfgrass than about the management, while traf-
fic tolerance is very much about the grass.

Grasses commonly selected for sports fields are bermudagrass,
Kentucky bluegrass, perennial ryegrass, and tall fescue. Where adapted
the bermudagrasses, especially the hybrids, have excellent traffic toler-
ance and recovery rate and are among the lowest water users. Kentucky
bluegrasses, perennial ryegrasses, and tall fescues are the sports turf
species of choice in cool climates generally requiring more water than
bermudagrasses. The difference in water use and traffic tolerance
between cultivars within a species measured under research conditions
likely would not be noticed in day-to-day operation of a sports turf
complex.

The turfgrass industry is active in developing new cultivars and the
performance of the new cultivars is evaluated regionally at universities
under the cover of the National Turfgrass Evaluation Program
(NTEP). NTEP has reports of the performance of the cultivars avail-
able online (www.ntep.org).

The most critical means of sports turf water conservation is irriga-

Conserving water 
on sports turf 

The most critical means of
sports turf water conservation
is irrigation system distribution
uniformity
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Efficient irrigation:  
a practical, real world approach
By Warren S. Gorowitz

There are numerous products that can help transform a water-guzzling irrigation system into an
efficient, water-saving model. From smart controllers and low-volume irrigation to soil moisture sen-
sors and rainwater harvesting systems, these products, when incorporated into a properly designed
system and integrated with best management practices, can offer real results.

Many turf managers aren’t sure where to start, don’t have money in the budget (despite the
great longer term potential to recoup of the initial investment), or don’t realize there are many sim-
ple things that can have a big impact on elevating your overall irrigation system efficiency.

Audits uncover system inefficiencies
A water audit should be the first step in any irrigation system evaluation. The audit process will

reveal any inefficiency contained in the irrigation system, provide an accurate assessment of the sys-
tem’s distribution uniformity, and identify opportunities for improvement.

A Certified Landscape Irrigation Auditor will visit your site, conduct a complete site inspection
and perform a system audit, which involves focusing on designated sprinkler zones using a grid pat-
tern system of catchment devices to determine the existing system’s distribution uniformity, or how
evenly the water is being applied. The information collected will be used to identify opportunities
and make recommendations for system enhancements, repairs or upgrades with water-saving tech-
nologies. The auditor should review the report with you in detail and answer any remaining ques-
tions.

Once you have your audit results and recommendations, you can create a custom plan for your
site. Some things may require longer-term planning or budgeting, but there are some relatively easy
and cost effective solutions you can consider as you get started.

Consider fertigation
Fertigation allows you to fertilize and irrigate a section of turf into one easy step. Traditional fer-

tilizer programs require the use of “extra” water during the application process to ensure that the fer-
tilizer penetrates the soil layer. During the process of fertigation, liquid fertilizer is directly injected
into the irrigation system, making it easier for nutrients to infiltrate plant root zones and eliminating
the need for watering above and beyond the irrigation system’s scheduled program run time.

Fertigation can be even more beneficial when it comes to high-traffic areas or worn sports fields,
as the typical response to reinvigorating these areas is to apply more water. If over applied, water can
actually wash away valuable nutrients. Integrating a fertilizer injection system into your irrigation
system can be a cost effective solution that contributes to your overall water savings.

Cultural practices can aid conservation
Turf managers can aid their quest for conservation by engaging in cultural practices that serve to

complement water efficient irrigation systems.
• The use of coated, slow-release fertilizers, which have lower salt indexes than other quickly

available nitrogen fertilizers, means less watering in, when compared to their non-coated counter-
part products.

• Implementing a regular aerification schedule and base layer of organic matter or calcined clay
products will help increase the porosity of the soil, aid in water and nutrient retention and allow
deeper infiltration into the soil profile. This will promote deeper root growth and help plants resist
disease and better withstand drought conditions

• Submit a soil sample to a testing laboratory for an inexpensive report explaining its balance of
nutrients, which will help you select the appropriate fertilizer and application rate.

• In addition to saving water, implementing these practices will also improve your soil conditions
and lead to healthier turf. ■

Author Warren S. Gorowitz, vice president of sustainability and conservation for Ewing Irrigation
Products, is a Certified Landscape Irrigation Auditor and EPA WaterSense Partner.

Include water costs when
considering synthetic
By Wm. Richard Yates, ASLA, RLA

As the number of synthetic field installations increase each year, the need to
address public health, safety and welfare issues related to synthetic turf surfaces
becomes more acute.  Current research is beginning to delve into the synthetic
turf surface temperature mitigation and control of microbial populations.  

The Pennsylvania State University Center for Sports Surface Research head-
ed by Andrew S. McNitt, Ph.D., began extensive research and testing of synthetic
turf systems and surfaces in the mid-nineties, and has been able to publish find-
ings related to temperature mitigation of synthetic turf surfaces and recommen-
dations for the control of microbial populations found in synthetic turf infill.
Based on these studies, there is now a basis to understand the relationship
between irrigation water usage and temperature reduction on a synthetic turf
infill system and the elimination of microbial populations in synthetic turf infill
systems.  

It is well know that surface temperatures of synthetic turf are significantly
higher than that of natural turf playing fields. These higher temperatures create
a higher degree of physiological stress to athletes due to the heat transfer from
the playing surface to the athlete’s foot, resulting in a higher blood flow to dissi-
pate the increased heat which can result in serious heat related health problems.  

Surface temperatures in synthetic infill systems have been documented to
be as high as 199.4° F when the ambient temperature is 98° F. Typically, a syn-
thetic turf surface will be 86° F higher than the ambient temperature; however
it is also important to note that each region of the country varies.  

In the Penn State study, Dr. McNitt found that in order to reduce the tem-
perature of a synthetic surface with irrigation water the surface required approx-
imately .036 gals/sf. to reduce the surface temperature 14° F for a period of 2
hours. A synthetic turf soccer field with dimensions of 365’ x 225’ or 82,125
square feet would have an irrigation demand for one application of 2,956 gals.
In comparison, a natural turf soccer field of the same size would typically require
between 6,500-7,900 gals per day to maintain a quality turfgrass field.  

If we were to compare the daily requirement for a synthetic field to that of
a natural turf surface and project a 4-game event on a day where the ambient
temperature is 86°F and the synthetic turf surface temperature is 170°F, a reduc-
tion of 14° to 158°F would most likely require irrigation of the synthetic surface
before and after each of the 4 games bringing the daily irrigation demand to
11,824 gals per day per field where a once daily application of water to a natural
turf surface is sufficient to maintain play growth without the need to mitigate
surface temperature.

Although the amount of irrigation water required to maintain a synthetic
playing surface provides some reduction in surface temperature, there is still a
public health safety and welfare issue present due to the elevated temperature
and greater physiological stress to athletes. Additionally, the perception that
synthetic infill turf systems require less water and less maintenance than that of
a natural turf field needs to be re-evaluated. Aside from the mitigation of sur-
face temperatures on a synthetic turf surface, the need to clean debris and flush
contaminants from the surface and infill add to the need for irrigation of syn-
thetic fields. The true maintenance cost and irrigation demand for synthetic
playing surfaces should be included in the final evaluation. ■

Wm. Richard Yates, ASLA, RLA is a senior Landscape Architect/project manag-
er with Jeffrey L. Bruce & Company; and Principal with Land 3 Design Studio. He
has more than 35 years of project design and management experience.


